This paper deals the design and implementation of product recommender system on a Intemet shopping mall. In ecommerce application, sometimes potential buyers may be interested in receiving recommendations about what to purchase. The mainstream of automated recommender system is collaborative filtering. Recently knowledgebased approach is proposed. In this paper, we present a knowledge-based product recommender system. The knowledge base of product domain and inference engine is implemented by JESS and Java servlet. The system gathers the user's requirements on a particular product by questioning the user and consulting its knowledge base to find the items that best meet the user's requirement. For the recommender system, the design of product knowledge base are discussed. As a sample implementation, cellular phone recommender system is built where the system tries to fmd a phone model that meets user's requirements best.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender systems provide recommendations to potential buyers [8] [ 1] [4] . Most widely used techniques are collaborative filtering. Collaborate filtering is a technique for recommendation items to a user based on similarities between the past behaviour of the user and that of likeminded peoples. It assumes that human preferences are correlated, thus if a 'group of lke-minded users likes it then a user may also like it. On the contrary, a knowledgebased recommender asks a user about the requirement of wanted products and reasons about what products meet the I user's requirements based on the answers. It exbloits its Each technique has advantages and disaddantages. Collaborative filtering can make personalized recommendations and their prediction quality (mproves over time as the database of users' preference get larger and larger. In contrast, collaborahve filtermg needs substantial amount of users' preference database 1 in order to make useful recommendations and if user's preferences change, then it may not recommend useful items because it exploits past data. Knowledge-based approach p s not need a initial database of users' preference. For some products llke cars, houses, computers, knowledge rbased is more appropriate by nature. For example, a user that want to buy a new car, may consider the car's severad features l k e type, size, price more important than what c y others people buy. But In order to make good recommendations, it should have the product domain howledgel and the knowledge should be stored and organized in a inferable way. Thus it needs a knowledge engineer [9] . In this paper, a knowledge-based recommender system is designed and implemented using JESS(Jav4 Expert System Shell), a recent variant of CLIPS that integrates Java object magpulation with rule-based infe!ence [3] . JESS functions as a inference engine, a task thatlincludes processing the products knowledge base, drawing conclusions, and preparing questions for the1 user in response to user mput. JESS supports both foryard and backward reasoning and has the full features of a programming language, thus providing flexidility for future development of the recommender system. In addition, if we use full-featured expert system1 shell, it separates the knowledge base from the progradming of the interface, communication, and inference portions of the system. Doing so allows the knowledge base to be knowledge base of the product domain [8] . 
ARCHITECTURE
Our architecture consists of a user interface module, a inference engine, a knowledge base of the product domain, a customer database. The user interface module interacts with users. It asks a user about what features of the product they need and collects the answers from users. To the user, our recommender system appears as a guided interrogation supported by images that illustrate answer alternatives. A typical recommendation session involves answering about 10 questions, choosing from two to ten alternatives at each point. These user's response data are transferred to the JESS inference engine. The questions concern features of the products being recommended. Each alternatives is illustrated by an image. At the conclusion of the dialog, the recommender system presents the customer with a list of possible products based upon expert opinion. Each product in the final list is ranked with a score that indicates the degree that the product meets the customer's requirements. Customer's information is stored in a database. The database is accessed using the JDBC(Java DataBase Connection) capability of the Java servlet.
A product domain knowledge is stored as a form of facts and rules in a JESS knowledge base file. It is somewhat akin to a relational database, especially in that the facts must have a specific structure. As a sample implementation, the product knowledge about cellular phone models is implemented. The knowledge base describes a cellular phone model using a lot of binary and numeric features. The features of the phone model is implemented with the "template" and "slot" concept of JESS [3] . A template is like a class definition in objectoriented languages. In a template definition, many named fields are defined. The fields are traditionally called slots. In our implementation, the cellular phone model has the following template definition. The above fact tells that the phone's model name is 01 1-LGC-EOF, it's service company is 0 1 1, it's color is white and etc. Currently data of about 100 phone models are stored in our knowledge base file. In addition to the facts, a lot of rules are defined. The rule represents the knowledge of human expert selling cellular phones. An example is that generally younger generations like the round design than the box type. The above knowledge is represented as the following rules.
defined as follows.
(defrule first-query the age of customer is young AND the design of a phone model is round increase the score of the phone model.
system.
The above rule says that if the age of the customer is young, then the score of a round-designed phone models is increased.. The following is a JESS language representation of the above rule.
(defrule check-design (customer (age young)) ?a <-(phone (design round)) (bind ?news (+ 1 ?s)) (modify ?a (score ?news)) => 1
IMPLEMENTATION
The system employs a multimedia user interface that is accessible with standard web browsers. Our recommender system uses some components of the NIH reptile indentification system [7] . Our recommender system is a cliendserver system, in which the client software supports the user interface and the geographically separated server software supports the expert system. The web server include a standard HTML compatible web server and a servlet engine. The web server handles communications with the client and accesses the images and the HTML documents as necessary. The servlet engine supports the expert system shell. The servlet has the user interface module which is called by JESS program. Firstly a first query screen is generated by JESS program with the help of Java object. All user inputs, which originate with the client software, are received by the web server and are handed in turn to the expert system shell running under the servlet engine. Output generated by the expert system is handed to the web server and then relayed via Internet to -- 
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Next query screen is defined in the following rule representing a part of decision tree. The rule fires only if the fact about the service company is activated in the working memory. Later query screens proceed like this.
(def%.de manufacturer-rule (service-company ?type)
(new QueryPanel "Select Prefered Manufacturer" 8 => (create$ "Samsung" "samsung.gif "(manufacturer samsung)" "
LG" "1g.gif' "(manufacturer LG)" "Motorola" "mo.gif' "(manufacturer motorola)" "Hyundai" "gul.gif' "(manufacturer hyundai)" "Hanhwa" "wchan.gif' "(manufacturer hanhwa)" "SK" "sk.gif' "(manufacturer sk)" "Sanyo" "sanyo.gif' "(manufacturer sanyo)" "dontcare" "char.gifI "(manufacturer dontcare)"
Select Prefered Manufacturer.
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Each phone model described in the knowledge base has a score slot which registers a matching degree between the customer's requirements and the features of the phone model. If there is a match between the customer's preference and the attribute of the product, then the score is increased. Otherwise, the score is decreased. If the user answers as "dontcare", the score is not changed. At the start, all of the phone models are candidates for the recommendation. The facts representing each phone model are created in a working memory. As a customer responds to questions and so the answers of the customer are collected, the score of each phone model is recalculated and changed. After the final question is answered by the user, a competition process is started where only one fact with the maximum score should survive. The survived final fact is presented to the customer as a recommendation product with the matching score. The score is the measure of similarity and the similarity between the requirements of customers and the features of candidate products is often measured by treating each as a vector and computing the cosine of the angle formed by two vectors. We adopt this formalism to our method. The expression for calculating the score can be given as follows.
where a',b denotes a customer vector and a product vector respectively and ' ' s " denotes the dot-product of the two vectors [l] [4] . After the all queries are presented to the customer, the recommender system tries to determine which product will meet the customer's requirement best. It is implemented internally as a competing process. Every phone model is a candidate at first. After the customer responds the last question, only a phone model having a high matching score can survive. This competing process is implemented by inserting and retracting the facts related with the phone model to the working memory of the expert system. The system compares the scores of the two facts related with particular models, and retracts the fact with a lower matching score from the working memory. Finally the fact with a highest matching score will survive and it is presented to the customer as a recommendation like the following figure. 
